Whether tile cracking, noise or moisture is an issue we have a solution to keep floors durable and comfortable.

These high performance rolled underlayment products work well in both residential and commercial settings.

KeedeRoll™ 100
An entangled net uncoupling mat designed to keep tiles isolated and prevent cracking.

KeedeRoll™ 300
A waterproof uncoupling mat designed to keep tiles isolated and prevent cracking, while protecting your subfloor from moisture damage.

KeedeRoll™ MT
A fast, durable and cost effective solution to protect tile and reduce unwanted noise in one roll.

QQ Step Soft™
A sound deadening rubber mat designed to promote quiet living and improve sound ratings.

KeedeLath™
A synthetic self-furring lath that is a lightweight and stronger alternative to metal lath.

KeedeBand™
a triple layer waterproofing band designed for KeedeRoll 300™ waterproofing installations.
**KeedeRoll™ 100**
This uncoupling mat provides a fast, durable and cost effective solution for tile installation. The technology works by absorbing subfloor movements and reinforcing mortar; while the fabric allows for shearing movement to take place by separating the subfloor from the tile or natural stone.

**KeedeRoll™ 300**
This product offers the same uncoupling benefits of KeedeRoll™ 100, but with added moisture protection. The specially designed fabric is completely water resistant, forming a barrier between your subfloor and the room.

**KeedeRoll™ MT**
KeedeRoll™ MT combines our patented Muffling Technology with our uncoupling KEEDE technology to create a quiet yet durable subfloor. Specifically designed for ceramic tile, this product contains all the benefits of both an uncoupling mat and a sound mat.

**QQ Step Soft™**
This product is a recycled rubber flooring underlayment for sound isolation, impact noise control and crack isolation. The rubber material provides a resilient layer within the flooring assembly for reducing vibration noise.

**KeedeLath™**
This product is a self-furring synthetic lath that is easier to install and a lighter alternative to self-furred metal lath. The unique patented design replaces old metal lath in a variety of flooring and wall applications. It is constructed of entangled nylon mono-filaments incorporated into a fiberglass grid.

**KeedeBand™**
This product is a complimentary product to the KeedeRoll™ 300 uncoupling mat. It is a 5” wide, triple layer waterproofing band for use under the seams and perimeter of the wall where KeedeRoll™ 300 is installed.